Acoustic thoracic images for transmitted glottal sounds.
Sound transmission has been of interest for many years in an attempt to study the structure of the lung and different researches have shown that artificial sounds produce a lateralization of sound information at the thoracic surface. Most of these studies have use non-simultaneous recording and input sounds introduced at the mouth or other thoracic points. In this paper, we present acoustic thoracic images, for transmitted glottal sounds, formed by a multichannel system with an array of 5x5 microphones. The study was done using 4 healthy subjects and 4 subjects having diffuse interstitial pneumonia. In both groups of subjects, it was found that the thorax behaves as a lowpass filter depending on the physical properties of its components, and that the transmitted acoustic thoracic imaging (TATHI) could reflect such properties. In most of the healthy subjects right to left asymmetries and heterogeneous apical to basal distribution were found. In patients the lateral dominance was lost and an intensity increment in the frequency band of 300 to 600 Hz was revealed. We conclude that TATHI permits to observe easily the spatial extension of the disease through sound transmission.